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In 1900, Representative George Henry White of North Carolina, the sole Black law maker in
Congress at the time, dared to introduce legislation (HR 6963) that would make lynching a
hate crime.  To back his case, he submitted an anti-lynching petition from New Jersey
residents  protesting  the  lynching  of  Black  Americans  for  alleged  offences,  from  the  most
fleetingly  minor,  to  the  most  serious.   The  bill  stuttered  and  expired  in  the  Judiciary
Committee,  never  making  it  out  to  a  House  vote.

Such instruments were drafted with an express purpose of  targeting that nastily  cruel
weapon of choice for white insecurity and supremacy.  Nearing the end of March this year,
US President Joe Biden signed into law the Emmett Till Antilynching Act, its name taken from
the  teenager  murdered  in  1955  by  a  mob  for  supposedly  flirting  with  a  white  woman.   In
being designated a hate crime, those responsible for its infliction, resulting in either death or
injury, can face up to three decades in prison in addition to time for other charges.

Lynching had a defining role of keeping Black Americans in their place, a vigilante method of
control that received more than a little bit of support from local policing authorities. It
symbolised the fangs and threat of Jim Crow and its sheer durability,  initially justified as a
form of popular sovereignty in the face of tardy justice.  Such a form of terror was seminal in
compelling the migration of millions of Black Americans from the Southern States to the
north and enforcing insidious racial hierarchies.

Between 1877 and 1950, the Equal Justice Initiative claims that 4,400 African Americans
met their fate in this way.  The NAACP estimates that Black victims accounted for 72 percent
of 4,743 cases of lynching between 1882 and 1968.  This took place, despite the warnings
from White House occupants that such acts could “not be tolerated in a great and civilized
country like the United States” (William McKinley in 1897) or represented “much a loosening
of the bonds of civilization” (Theodore Roosevelt in 1906).

Such acts were, as the EJI’s report Lynching in America notes, characterised by a number of
features: the lingering fear of interracial sex; a reaction to casual social transgression; a
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response to allegations of serious crime; the lure of the public spectacle; the escalation of
violence  against  whole  African  American  communities  and  a  hunger  to  punish  specific
figures:  sharecroppers,  ministers  and  community  leaders.

For over a century, legislation remained unpassed.  There were 200 failed attempts in
Congress to take it to the statute books.  “That it took so long is a stain, a bitter stain on
America,” stated Senator Chuck Schumer of New York.  Senator Cory Booker, Democrat of
New Jersey, considered the legislation “a necessary step America must take to heal from the
racialized violence that has permeated its history”.

On this occasion, there were no objections in the Senate as it sailed through earlier in the
month.  But three House members refused to pass it when it reached them in February:
Republicans Thomas Massie of Kentucky, Chip Roy of Texas and Andrew Clyde of Georgia.

Massie justified his decision in a social media spray.  “Adding enhanced penalties for ‘hate’
tends to endanger other liberties such as freedom of speech.” He was on better ground in
noting that the States had already made lynching illegal within their jurisdictions.  He also
expressed concern about using the “conspiracy” concept, thereby lending the law to be
potentially “enforced overbroadly”.

Roy’s  reasons  were  less  systematic  (he  had  time  to  suggest  that  this  was  “an  effort  to
advance a woke agenda under the guise of correcting racial injustice”), arguing that this
was a matter best left to the States.  His reluctance might be best explained by that old
school of thought that a lynching could itself be an example of expeditious justice.  “There’s
old sayings in Texas about ‘find all in the rope in Texas and get a tall oak tree,” he stated
during a 2021 hearing on Asian-American hate crimes.

Resistance to  the specific framing of  such a law has not  always been racial  or  deranged.  
The fact that a law acknowledging lynching as a hate crime has made it to the federal law
books  is  one  thing.   Its  actual  effectiveness  is  yet  to  be  determined.   Those  seasoned  by
penal  scepticism,  such  as  Kara  Gotsch  of  The  Sentencing  Project,  see  little  merit  in
compiling sentences with severity.  The more, the nastier.  “We often react and assume that
somehow crime will end if we just make sentences longer or punishments tougher.”  Her
organisation,  not  without  some sense,  opposed  the  bill  “because  we  don’t  believe  in
expanding criminal punishments and creating additional federal crime”.

A similar argument was advanced, with some coherence, by Kentucky Senator Rand Paul,
who argued in holding up the Till  Antilynching Act in a previous iteration that making
lynching a hate crime could lead to a brutal sentencing regime. “This bill would cheapen the
meaning of lynching by defining it too broadly as to include a minor bruise or abrasion.” The
country’s “national history of racial terrorism demands more seriousness than that.”

There is also a paradox to having laws designed to protect a particular group or community
being turned on those very same individuals.  Once on the books, prosecutors can feel
inclined  to  use  them  for  other  purposes,  simplifying  the  often  complex  profile  of  the
offender.   Victims  and  perpetrators  trade  places.

In a June 2021 report from the Stanford Law School and the Brennan Center for Justice,
gathered  data  suggests  that  Black  people  made  up  a  quarter  of  hate  crime  offenders  in
2018,  and  a  third  of  violent  hate  crime  offenders  between  2004  and  2015.  Admittedly,
weaknesses in the report include its reliance on voluntary reporting and a lack of focus on
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the prosecution, conviction, and sentencing stages.

That  said,  this  problem  is  not  a  new  one.   The  South  Carolina  Sentencing  Reform
Commission voted in January 2010 to change the lynching law to “assault and battery by a
mob” because it had been used to target the activities of African American gangs.

Fitzhugh Brundage of the University of North Carolina said at the time that the law had seen
“a corruption not only of the idea of what a lynching is, but also the historical memory of
what a lynching is”.   But,  showing a distinct indifference to historical  memory, Charleston,
S.C.’s first black police chief, Rueben Greenberg was pragmatic: the law was highly effective
in coping with urban gang activity.

However well intentioned, laws on the statute books will be used and enforced in shifting
circumstances, however ironic and disturbing the outcome.  Symbolism eventually gives
way to the crude inclinations and biases of the law enforcing pragmatist.
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